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Abstract. Current network techniques used for project scheduling presume that there is only one
logical sequence of activities. However, in reality, the precedence logic of activities is not necessarily
unchangeable. There are two types of relations between activities: fixed (hard) and soft. Current
scheduling methods do not differentiate between these two types of relations and require a planner to
choose one particular logical sequence based on some assumptions. The paper presents a model that
allows for “weakening” the links between activities, i.e. that permits concurrent execution of activities
or reversing their order, but this may require additional resource-consuming works or expenditures.
The model involves two subtypes of soft logic: REVERSED and CANCELED to represent the soft
relations between activities. Its mathematical form is a mixed linear integer programming model
of minimizing the project duration without exceeding the allowed budget. The paper presents an
example of practical application of the method to scheduling interior finishing works. The results
support the argument that using soft logic relations between construction activities provides more
flexibility in reducing project duration, activities timing and resource allocation.
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1. Introduction
The problem of reducing duration of construction projects is twofold: it occurs at planning
stage, when the project stakeholders usually strive for minimizing duration for economical
reasons, and at the construction stage, when the contractor needs to take measures to reduce the impact of unforeseen circumstances. Speed as a competitive factor is gaining more
and more importance for companies involved in global market competition (Sapkauskiene,
Leitoniene 2010). The delay of building projects is still a common problem (Lin et al. 2011).
Paslawski (2008) proposed to increase flexibility of construction process engineering, based
on creating multiple variants for process realization options, thus enabling adaptation to
current realization conditions. According to Tamimi and Diekmann (1988), one of the most
important functions of planning is to offset uncertainty and change. The building industry
is characterised by high variety and variability of working processes and work environment
conditions (Boguslauskas, Adlyte 2010; Hola 2010; Jaskowski, Biruk 2011; Zavadskas et al.
2010c), which result in time delay, cost overrun, quality defects, and other negative impacts
(Enshassi et al. 2010). The risk in construction business is very high (Zavadskas et al. 2010c).
Risk comes from many sources during the whole project life cycle (Enshassi et al. 2010;
Klimov, Merkuryev 2008; Shevchenko et al. 2008; Manik et al. 2008; Kaplinski, Janusz 2006;
Karlowski, Paslawski 2008). The problem of decision-making in risk environment (Peldschus
2008; Kahraman, Kaya 2010; Kapliński, Tamošaitienė 2010; Ginevičius, Zubrecovas 2009;
Vlasenko, Kozlov 2009; Zavadskas et al. 2010a, 2010b), and risk handling (e.g. Perera et al.
2009; Kheirkhah et al. 2009; Jaskowski et al. 2010) attract the interest of numerous researchers
and practitioners. Risk is evaluated with the purpose to avoid the loss in business activities
(Pridotkiene, Dapkus 2011). If the project does not progress exactly as planned, its schedule
has to be updated and actions are to be taken to speed up the remaining activities. Usually,
this involves additional expenses. This time-cost tradeoff problem has been studied extensively since the development of the critical path method (CPM) in the late 50s. Another way
is to reconstruct the original network model by changing the sequence or even the nature
(construction method, design solution) of activities to maintain a practicable program and
meet the project deadlines.
Network techniques have been widely implemented for construction project planning.
However, they usually presume that there is only one logical sequence of the activities in
a project. In practice, relations between activities are not necessarily unchangeable. The
current popular scheduling models do not account for this fact, and thus the analysis is being performed as if all relations were firm. If a project did not progress exactly as planned,
its original project network would have to be rebuilt manually. Manual modifications are
inevitably laborious and time-consuming.
The paper analyses the problem of choosing corrective measures to reduce the project
duration and, at the same time, to keep the costs within budget. A mathematical model of
the problem has been created and equipped with additional precedence relations, varying
from those used in traditional scheduling methods. A simple example has been presented
to demonstrate the method.
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2. Methods of reducing project duration
The project management literature presents many methods of planning aimed at reducing
project duration. Some of them are:
1. Introducing assembly line approach and a steady rhythm of work of crews (dividing
the project scope into units of similar labor consumption, breaking down complex
activities into simple repetitive ones that may be executed by specialized crews, provide
continuity of work of these crews so that they move from one location (unit) to the
other and not interrupt the work of other specialized crews) (Biruk, Jaskowski 2008;
Fan, Tserng 2006; Harris, Ioannou 1998; Reda 1990; Russel, Wong 1993);
2. Reducing the duration of activities by adding more resources and solving time-cost
tradeoff problems using linear (Elmaghraby, Salem 1984; Fulkerson 1961; Kelley 1961;
Siemens 1971), or non-linear (Elmaghraby, Salem 1982; Falk, Horowitz 1972; Lamberson, Hocking 1970) continuous activity cost functions; there have also been discrete
models of time-cost trade-off, i.e. considering a number of possible construction
methods (multiple processes modes) to accomplish a construction process (De et al.
1995). Moussourakis and Haksever (2004) presented a mixed integer-programming
model with nonlinear, discrete and piecewise discontinuous activity time-cost function. To solve the discrete large-scale practical problems, metaheuristic procedures
have been used (Jaskowski, Sobotka 2006; Sakellaropoulos, Chassiakos 2004; Zheng
et al. 2004). Yang (2007) used the particle swarm optimization algorithm to solve this
complex problem;
3. Changing activities precedence relations:
a) planning activities to be executed in parallel if possible from the point of construction methods and space constraints (Maheswari et al. 2006);
b) reversing activity sequence (Moussorakis, Haksever 2004; Liberatore, PollackJohnson 2006; Wang 2005);
4. Combination of the above (Chassiakos, Sakellaropoulos 2005; Fan, Tserng 2006).
3. Soft logic concept
Traditional methods of project scheduling are based on network models with fixed activity
sequence. The precedence links between activities (mandatory and discretionary relations)
represent constraints of space, construction methods, project logic and assumptions on
resource availability.
In fact, these relations may be of “hard” or “soft” character. Mandatory relations are those
inherent in the nature of the work being done. They often involve physical limitations. Constraints defined by mandatory relations are called hard-logic. For instance, it is impossible to
start concreting a structural element before its formwork is done and reinforcement put in
the right place – the relations between activities: “assemble formwork” and “place concrete”
are hard and their sequence cannot be changed.
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Discretionary dependencies between activities are those that are defined arbitrarily by
the project management team on the basis of their own experience or the profession or
industry “best practices”. Constraints caused by discretionary dependencies are called soft
logic. An example of soft relation may be “put floor screed after walls have been plastered”
(assumed by the planner) – it is physically possible to reverse the sequence (i.e. “weaken”
the predefined relation). Changing the sequence of activities may require additional works
(as e.g. covering screeds with plastic foil before plastering to avoid damage), which increases
time and financial outlays. If a precedence relation between two activities resulted from
availability of resources, the planner might wish to consider procuring more resources (e.g.
machines or workforce) to be able to run the activities in parallel – which would involve
certain additional costs. However, “weakening” a precedence relation may be more efficient
than changing construction methods or processes modes (with lower labor-consumption or
higher resources demand).
A similar problem was considered by Liberatore and Pollack-Johnson (2006), who assumed
a linear relationship between time and cost of activities, and a possibility of eliminating some
precedence relations or executing activities in parallel; in the latter case, the cost of additional
works was modeled in proportion to the difference between activities’ starting times.
The idea of soft relations is not new. For instance, alternative network models (GERT)
enable the planner to model variants of projects whose scope and structure is not fully determined by means of three types of nodes: AND, EXCLUSIVE-OR and INCLUSIVE. In the
field of construction, they were applied for planning repair works.
Tamimi and Diekmann (1988) developed the SOFTCPM method that allowed for soft
relations to update network models in the case that there was a possibility to change activity sequence. The initial and updated activity sequences are established taking into account
the external factors (constraints), such as limited resources. This results in a limitation of
the total number of activities that can be done at the same time. The additional cost and/or
works connected with changing the sequence of processes is not considered, so the model
does not guarantee that the optimal schedule (in terms of both duration and costs) will be
found. El-Sersy (cited by Wang 2005) adopted some of the terminology associated with
GERT to develop three types of soft links: OR (that allows running the activities in parallel),
EXLUSIVE-OR (that allows reversing sequence) and SOFT (that allows canceling the relation). However, the reference to GERT and use of similar terms to describe relations seems
confusing as they have a different interpretation.
Wang (2005) examined the impact of soft relations on the duration of construction projects
in stochastic conditions. The research reveals that the results are close to those obtained with
PERT. Nevertheless, he assumes that the original predecessors and successors of activities do
not change, when soft links are ignored. Fan et al. (2003) proposed Object-Oriented Evaluation and Review Technique (OERT) – a scheduling technique that uses heuristic sequencing
principle “the activity which can start shall start first” and priority rule. The heuristic approach
allows only to find suboptimal solutions in terms of project duration. Fan and Tserng (2006),
utilizing the soft logic sequencing principles used in OERT, developed also a computer system
which provides the shortest duration logic and the start and finish dates required to maintain
work continuity in repetitive projects. Koo et al. (2007) presented a formal identification
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and resequencing process that supports rapid development of sequencing alternatives in
construction schedules to expedite milestone or bottleneck activities. The process builds on
a constraint ontology that provides domain-specific representation of sequencing rationale
for construction activities.
4. Proposed approach – mathematical model
A construction project can be modeled as an activity on node network. Precedence relations
between activities are modeled by a graph G V , E , directed and acyclic with a single
dummy initial node and a single dummy final node, where V ^0,1, 2, !, n` is a set of activities, the edges (or arcs) E  V u V represent precedence relations between activities. The
set E comprises two disjoint subsets of relations: H – a set of hard relations and related graph
arcs, and S – a set of soft relations ( H  S E, H  S  ). The set S consists of two disjoint
subsets: SR with REVERSED-type links (allowing processes to run in reversed order) and SC
with CANCELED-type links (which can be canceled, allowing processes to run in parallel).
The soft relations are intended to represent mainly the construction method-related
sequence of processes. REVERSED-type links allow processes to run in reversed order. Exercising the option of weakening the originally specified precedence relation between activities
causes usually additional work and/or costs. Some examples of REVERSED-type precedence
are presented in the previous section, and they seem to be more frequent in real life conditions than CANCELED-type links. CANCELED-type link allow processes to run parallel in
certain circumstances. They do not represent constraints of construction methods, and are
rather a result of limited space or resource availability. For example an additional process
may be entrusted to a resource already busy with some process done in a limited space. This
additional process cannot be completed by other resources for the lack of space. Of course,
this would increase the completion time of the main task, but not necessarily by the full time
needed for the additional task: if the additional task was fitted into some lags necessary in the
delivery of the main task that in other case would be idle time for the resource considered.
The possibility of introducing a CANCELED-type link occurs thus in the case that, for the
resource limitations, the processes are planned to run in series, but when some additional
resources occur to be available, it is possible to run the processes in parallel. The CANCELEDtype link may be used for considering the following: instead of entrusting two consecutive
tasks to the same resource, an additional resource (subcontractor) can be employed for the
second task and the first and the second task can be done at once. This is of course related
with paying more (for employing the additional resource or in terms of lost opportunity cost
related with not providing work to the resources we have already employed).
While modeling a project by a graph, it should be assured that each activity (except the
first and the last one) has a predecessor and a successor even if a soft relation was to be weakened – so to assure that each activity stays in a path that links the start and the end nodes. The
planner should consider an option of weakening relations, changing the sequence of activities
and introducing additional relations. Let us consider an example presented in Figure 1. In the
case of the soft precedence relation between activities k and l it should be analyzed which of
the predecessors of the activity k condition also the start of the activity l, and if k conditions
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also a start of any successors of the activity l. The model is to be augmented by the additional
relations identified. Figure 1 presents two such additional links. Activity l can start after c has
been finished, and x can start after k has been finished. It is worth considering, that if these
relations were omitted in the model illustrated on Figure 1a and if the relation k, l  S was
weakened (Fig. 1b), then activity l would have no predecessor (it could theoretically start as
the project starts), and x could be performed in parallel with k.

Start

a

soft precedence
relation

b

k

c

x

l

Finish

y

z

additional
precedence relation

hard precedence
relation

a) The project schedule before weakening the soft precedence relation
a
b
c

critical activity
k
l
x
y
z

b) The project schedule after weakening the soft precedence relation
a
b
c
k

REVERSED – type link

l
x
y
z
a

b
c
CANCELED – type link

k
l
x
y
z

Fig. 1. Example of a project with a soft precedence relation (k,l): a) project schedule before weakening;
b) after weakening
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On the one hand, introducing these additional arcs increases complexity of the model.
On the other hand, this approach, though laborious, makes it possible to reduce the number
of relations – as all the predecessors of activity k should be also defined as predecessors of
l and all the successors of l should be declared successors of k. Introducing additional arcs
makes it possible to start some activities earlier (after weakening the relation) than in the
initial schedule and increases the potential to reduce project duration.
For each activity (except for dummy start and finish nodes) j V , a set M j of possible
organizational and technological variants (modes) is defined. Each mode m  M j , is described
by the following parameters: t j ,m  N – duration of the activity and k j ,m  R  – cost of the
activity. A decision which mode is to be implemented is modeled by means of a binary variable x j ,m ^0,1` . The variable assumes value of 1 if the activity is to be executed in mode m,
and equals 0 in other cases.
For any pair of activities i, j  S , variables yi , j ^0,1` and zi , j ^0,1` , defined for
 i, j  SR and  i, j  SC respectively, have been introduced to model “weakened”
or “unweakened” character of relations between activities. If a relation i, j has not been
weakened, and the activity j cannot start before the activity i has been finished, this variables
assume values of 0. The variables equal 1 in the following cases:
1. yi , j 1 for REVERSED-type links, where activities are allowed to run in reversed
order: activity j will finish before activity i has started,
2. zi , j 1 for CANCELED type links, where a link between activities can be canceled,
so j may be allowed to start before i has been finished.
Exercising the option of weakening the originally specified precedence relation between
activities i and j, i, j  S , will carry a penalty k i , j ! 0 e.g. related with additional works. Let
i, j
i, j
dl
represent the duration of additional works; additional works (with duration dl ! 0
and / or cost k i , j ! 0 ) concern the specific activity l (or activities) and are caused by weaki, j
ening a particular relation between activities i and j, i, j  S . The remaining values of dl
and k i , j equal 0. The decision making process is aimed at selecting variants of activities and
establish s j j V ‒ start times of activities in such a way that the total cost of a project is
not going to rise beyond the allowed budget K, and the total project duration T is minimal.
The mathematical model of this problem (a mixed linear-integer model) takes the following form:
min T
Di

¦

mMi

ti ,m xi ,m 

¦

k ,l SR

¦

mM j

di

k ,l

sn  Dn ,
yk ,l 

¦

k ,l SC

(1)
di

k ,l

j V ,

x j ,m 1,
s1 0,

s j t si  Di ,

 i, j  H ,

z k ,l ,

i V ,

(2)

(3)
(4)
(5)
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Cyi , j  s j t si  Di ,

 i, j  SR ,

(6)

Czi , j  s j t si  Di ,

 i, j  SC ,

(7)

s j  D j d si  C 1  yi , j ,  i, j  SR ,

(8)

s j d si  Di  C 1  zi , j ,  i, j  SC ,

(9)

k j ,m x j ,m 

¦

i , j SR

s j t 0,
x j ,m ^0,1`,
yi , j ^0,1`,

k i , j yi , j 

¦

i , j SC

k i , j zi , j d K ,

j V ,

(10)
(11)

j V , m  M j ,

(12)

 i, j  SR ,

(13)

zi. j ^0,1`,  i, j  SC ,

(14)

where: V ^0,1, 2, !, n` − set of activities; E  V u V − set of precedence relations between
activities; H – set of hard relations; S – set of soft relations; M j – set of possible organizational and technological variants (modes) of activity j V ; t j ,m  N – duration of the activity j realized in its mode m  M j ; k j ,m  R  – cost of activity j realized in its mode m  M j ;
x j ,m ^0,1` – binary variable modeling decision of choosing one of activity options; the variable assumes value of 1 if the activity is to be executed by means of the mode m, and equals
0 in other cases; yi , j ^0,1` – binary variable representing “weakened” or “unweakened”
character of REVERSED-type relations between activities; this variable assumes a value of 0
if a relation (i,j) has not been weakened, and 1 in the other case; zi , j ^0,1` – binary variable
representing “weakened” or “unweakened” character of CANCELED-type relations between
activities; this variable assumes a value of 0 if a relation (i,j) has not been weakened, and 1
in the other case; k i , j – penalty for weakening a relation between activities i and j, i.e. cost
i, j
of additional works caused by weakening a specified relation; dl – duration of additional
works; additional works concern activity l and are caused by weakening a relation between
activities i and j; K – project budget; T – project duration; sj – activity j start time; C – an
arbitrarily large constant.
The objective function (1) minimizes the total project duration. Equation (2) determines
duration Di of an activity i – it has been introduced as an auxiliary formula to simplify the
formulas (1) and (5)–(9). According to condition (3) each activity can be executed in only
one way – as selected from available options. Execution of the first activity of the project
(i.e. a activity that has no predecessors) starts at the moment 0 (4). The project cost may not
exceed the budget (10). Condition (5) defines the successors’ start dates as “not earlier than
their predecessors have finished (for hard relations). Similarly, conditions (6)–(9) define
start times of activities of the pairs connected by soft relations. C is an arbitrarily assumed,
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sufficiently large constant. In the case that yi , j 0 or zi , j 0 for i, j  S , i.e. the soft
precedence relation between activities i and j has not been weakened, conditions (6) and (7)
assume the same form as (5), but conditions (8) and (9) are met regardless of start times of
activities i and j. In the other case, conditions (6) and (7) are always fulfilled, and the start
time of the activity j is to be calculated from one of the conditions (8) or (9), depending on
the type of soft precedence.
The successive steps of the proposed scheduling procedure are shown in Figure 2.
5. Computational complexity of the model and proposition of solving methods
The proposed mathematical formulation of the problem is an extension of the discrete timecost tradeoff problem of which the computational complexity was studied by De et al. (1995).
The computational complexity of searching for exact solution grows as an exponential function
of the problem size. It follows that the search for algorithms that are both exact and formally
STEP 1
Identify possible processes modes.
Establish durations and costs of each mode
and allowed project budget

STEP 2
Identify precedence relations:
– a set H of hard relations,
– a set SR of REVERSED-type relations,
– a set SC of CANCELED-type relations,
– a set of additional relations

STEP 3
Analyze for each soft link if exercising
the option of weakening the relation
will carry additional cost and / or works.
Establish the values of costs and
durations of additional works

STEP 4
Formulate the mathematicalmodel
of the optimization problem
using equations (1)–(14)

STEP 5
Solve the mathematical model to find
the optimal solution:
The schedule with minimal project
duration within allowed budget

Fig. 2. Proposed scheduling procedure
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efficient is most difficult and that one should instead search for effective procedures (such as
exact procedures based on modular network decomposition, or heuristics / metaheuristics
which generally produce close-to-optimal solutions in reasonable time). Identification of
such procedures would make it viable to include a time-cost analysis with soft logic feature
in standard project management software packages. De et al. (1995) suggested a possibility
to use genetic heuristics (metaheuristics) based on Artificial Intelligence concepts. Such heuristics, e.g. genetic search algorithms, have recently been used for solving bicriteria problems
for realistic project sizes (for example see Jaskowski, Sobotka 2006).
The problem defined above may be divided into two sub-problems to be solved in parallel.
The first and major question is formulated as follows: how to choose the variants (modes)
of activities and decide if the option of weakening the originally specified precedence relation between activities is to be exercised? The solution with minimal project duration can
be searched for by means of genetic search algorithm. Values of the variables x j ,m , yi , j and
zi , j for each activity and its mode and each soft precedence relation would be then encoded
in chromosomes. For each feasible solution generated in the algorithm, the project duration
has to be calculated to assess its fitness. It is necessary to find the schedule of minimal project
duration with respect to encoded precedence relations and activities’ modes. Therefore, the
second of the two sub-problems is to establish activities’ start times in a way that minimizes
project duration. The establishment of project schedule will be done by the use of standard
CPM procedure. This approach to solving the problem would enable the planner to find
quasi optimal solutions with CPU complexity being lower than in the case of exact mixed
linear algorithms.
6. Example
The proposed method of reducing construction project duration is illustrated by an example –
a schedule of finishing works in a residential building. Figure 3 presents the network model
(activity on node) with 14 activities (finishing works) and one dummy end node.
The data describing activities are collected in Table 1 (activity number, duration and
cost), including options of some of the activities, if applicable. Costs are given in PLN (Polish
currency, PLN 1 = USD 0.5).
There are usually a number of possibilities to change the construction works’ sequence and
to do conduct works in parallel. Four of the activities in the example were assumed to have the
option of two modes of operation each, and there are 5 soft precedence relations in the set S.
The example uses only one type of soft logic, REVERSED, that allows reversing the order of
activities (because of the limited building space, the parallel running of activities is not allowed).
Soft links join the following pairs of activities:
– plastering (activity 2) and placing screeds (activity 5),
– tiling (activity 8) and painting in bathrooms and kitchens (activity 10),
– painting rooms (activity 7) and painting bathrooms and kitchens (activity 10) at one
crew of painters available,
– painting rooms (activity 7) and laying wooden floors in the rooms (activity 9),
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– laying wooden floors in the rooms (activity 9) and fitting cupboards in kitchens (activity 13) (due to layout of flats and disturbance caused by crews carrying cupboard
elements these works should not run in parallel).
Nine additional precedence relations have been identified and added to the project network. Two of them are described below:
– If wooden floors (activity 9) were to be finished before paining rooms (activity 7), the
floors can be started immediately after plastering (activity 2) – there is no need to wait
for the plasters to dry.
– If painting kitchens and bathrooms (activity 10) was to be done before painting rooms
(activity 7), an additional link would be required to allow electric fittings (activity 12)
to be fixed after walls and ceilings have been painted (so electric fittings follow activities 7 and 10).
Table 2 lists costs and durations of additional works. They are going to be necessary in
the following cases:
– when screeds (activity 5) are to be made before plastering (activity 2), as the screeds
need to be covered to prevent staining with plaster mortar,

4

2

14

11

3
7
13

0

1
15

9
Dummy activity
designating start
of project

6
5

10
12

Dashed lines:
additional precedence
1<5
2<8,9
3<10
5<10
7<12
8<11,12
9<15

Solid black lines:
hard precedence

8
Solid grey lines:
soft precedence
2<5
7<9,10
8<10
9<13

Dummy activity
designating end
of project

14 activities AoN project

Fig. 3. Network model of finishing works (example)

0<1
1<2
7<11
2<3,4
10<11,12 3<7
11<13,14 4<11
12<13
5<6,8
13<15
6<9
14<15
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– when wooden floors are to be fixed (activity 9) before rooms are painted (activity
7) – floor covering is needed,
– when kitchens and bathrooms are to be painted (activity 10) before tiling (activity
8) – some local repainting is to be expected.
Table 1. Activities durations and costs (Example)
Activity
number
1
2

Name
of activity
services: plumbing, electrical, heating
plastering

3
4
5

technological break
gas piping
screed

6
7
8

technological break
painting: walls and ceilings
tiling

9

wooden floor

10
11
12
13
14

painting: kitchens and bathrooms
waterproof painting
electrical fittings
fitted cupboards (kitchen)
sanitary appliances

15

taking over

Variant

Duration
[days]
24
20
30
7
5
10
14
21
5
12
15
10
6
2
2
2
3
3
2
0

I
I
II
I
I
I
II
I
I
I
II
I
II
I
I
I
I
I
II
I

Cost
[PLN]
48000
24000
18000
0
11500
12000
10200
0
2500
15800
13600
10000
19000
800
500
1700
20000
8000
10000
0

Table 2. Non-zero costs and durations of additional works caused by weakening a relation between
activity i and j
Number of activity
l with additional
works

Numbers of activities:
i

Duration of
additional works

Cost of additional
works

i, j

k i, j

[days]

[PLN]

dl

j
2,5

5

2

5

d5

9

7

9

d9

10

8

10

d10

7,9

8,10

2

k 2,5

200

1

k 7,9

70

1

k 8,10

50
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The following versions of the model were analyzed:
Series I – the model allows for all identified feasible variants of construction methods
and organization of activities, and for weakening the soft relations;
Series II – the model comprises only variants of activities identified to be of longest duration and lowest costs, and allows for weakening the soft relations;
Series III – the model comprises only variants of shortest duration and highest cost and
allows for weakening the soft relations;
Series IV – the model comprises only variants of activities identified to be of longest
duration and lowest costs, and does not allow for weakening the soft relations;
Series V – the model comprises only variants of shortest duration and highest cost and
does not allow for weakening the soft relations;
Series VI – the model comprises all variants of methods and organization of the activities, and does not allow for weakening the soft relations.
Each series was then analyzed in search for non-dominated solutions of the bi-criteria
problem – the time-cost tradeoff. These solutions were schedules composed of certain activity
variants and a certain sequence of activities under constraints defined for each series. This
way, there existed no other solution (schedule) that was, at the same time, of lower cost and
shorter duration. The mathematical model was solved by means of lp_solve (Open source
Mixed-Integer Linear Programming system, version 5.1.0.0 of 1 May 2004, by Michel Berkelaar, Kjell Eikland, Peter Notebaert GNU LGPL). The analysis of each series was repeated
several times for various assumed budgets. Each time, a solution of minimal duration and
cost within budget was found. From these solutions, the non-dominated ones were selected
and presented in Figure 4 for each series.
The pairwise comparisons (I–VI, III–V, II–IV) of the results supported the thesis that
applying soft logic to scheduling provides more flexibility in reducing project duration. This
was most apparent at comparing Series II with Series IV, and Series III with Series V, as the
activities were of the same cost and duration. Alternative solutions from Series II and III
also support the thesis: in both of them three solutions were obtained despite the fact that
activities were executed in a fixed way (no activity modes considered). For each solution
of Series IV there existed a solution of Series I better in terms of time and cost – and this
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Fig. 4. Results of calculations for each series (non-dominated solutions)
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was due to applying soft precedence relations. Therefore, by permitting the relations to be
weakened (using soft logic) and by analyzing options of activities, it was possible to find all
non-dominated solutions of the bicriteria problem.
The shortest project duration occurred to be 76 days (Series I and Series III). The corresponding project cost is PLN 166 070 (Series III) and PLN 164 070 (Series I), and the difference in cost results from the fact that sanitary appliances (activity 14) could be completed
PLN 2000 cheaper and only 1 day longer (difference between activity 14 modes) without
affecting the total project duration. The schedule of the latter solution is presented in Figure 5.
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5. Screed
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critical process

non-critical process

total float time

Fig. 5. Bar chart of the schedule with project cost PLN 164070 and minimal project
duration 76 days (Series I)

The lowest project cost of PLN 144800 was obtained for Series II, IV and VI by their
minimal duration of 102 days. In Series I, the solution of the same cost was by 2 days shorter.
Allowing for all possible variants of activities and weakening the soft relations (Series I)
enabled the planner to reduce project duration by 2 days.
Series I have the greatest potential of reducing project duration due to allowing for the
greatest number of variants and the highest flexibility of activity sequencing.
In the “shortest” schedules, obtained for Series I, II and III, the relations between activities 2 and 5, and between activities 7 and 9 were weakened (this means that in order to cut
project time, screeds should be made before plasters, and wooden floors before painting).
In the “cheapest” schedules, obtained for Series I, II and III, the relation between activities 9
and 13 was weakened (so, to cut costs, kitchen cupboards should be fitted in before wooden
floors are laid). Of course, the above “physical” interpretation is example-specific and the
outcome cannot be transferred to finishing works projects in general.
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7. Conclusions
Introducing soft logic into network models of projects increases the number of feasible solutions, expands the range of values of optimization criteria and allows the planner to find a
solution of reduced duration without compromising the project budget. It is important for both
project owners and contractors. The results of calculations presented above, despite limited
scope of the analysis, support the authors’ thesis: using soft relations in modeling projects
increases flexibility of scheduling under pressure to reduce the total duration of a project.
Shortening of the project duration leads to increase total floats of project activities, so its
start times can be scheduled later without affecting the contractual due date. This enables
the planner to find better resource utilization profile and increases the probability of not
exceeding the project due date. The aim of our work was to indicate the benefits (in terms
of project duration shortening) of incorporating soft precedence relations into the model.
This study proposes a mixed linear integer programming model of minimizing the project
duration by considering the use of soft links. It enables finding optimal schedules in terms of
project duration, and may be applied to creating both initial baseline schedules and schedule
updates. This is a considerable asset in comparison to previous models that rest mainly upon
heuristic procedures. However, as the practical problem is complex, the paper proposes only
a concept of solving procedure. The authors are working to develop the method further using evolutionary algorithms to make it useful for planning large and complex projects. The
proposed model that uses a new type of activity relations can be, in the opinion of the authors,
adopted also by the existing computer systems in their future development.
The model considers additional cost and / or works connected with changing the processes’
sequence. It also and enables analyzing the time-cost trade-off to select the most efficient way
of project duration reduction – by considering the set of Pareto non-dominated solutions,
generated by solving proposed problem formulation for a various allowed budgets / project
costs increase variants.
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